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Know Your Paper
 Get to know the Handbook + Annexe 1 (Paper 

Descriptions)



Know Your Rubrics!

 Exam Conventions.



2103 Specimen Paper 



what do examiners want?

 E.g. FHS 2018 Examiners’ Report:
 Essays: “Some turned this into a generic … essay. The 

better essays engage the quotation and the question …. 
All too many essays took it for granted that … too few 
were familiar with the relevant arguments. …There is a 
tendency to pat or pedestrian rehearsals of the standard 
arguments for and against … The best responses 
distinguished themselves with analytical rigour and 
creativity.”

 Gobbets: the best responses were able to link the 
extracts precisely to the immediate and broader 
context. All too often vague or inexact knowledge of 
the surrounding context produced vague clarifications, 
if not serious errors. As always, some make the error of 
simply describing the extract and not engaging in close 
analysis. 



a few practical suggestions
 Do be aware of the overall pattern of the exam, and 

topics that (with variations) appear either annually or 
somewhat regularly.

 Don’t rely on sophisticated OXAM ‘question-spotting’.

 Win by averages! The mark for each paper is an 
average of the answers you have written – note the 
‘weighting’ information on the front of the exam (& 
specimen) paper 

 A useful rule of thumb is to prepare three topics for 
each essay required in the exam.

 Make the most of revision tutorials.



Get Ready 

 Note the Examination Schools’ published Timetables 
(is.gd/oxams). Get ready for the dress code, identify the 
venue, know your student number, set your alarm, turn 
up! 

 Read the Front Page. Usually this is unchanged from last 
year except if notified in advance, but it’s important to 
be alert. Small changes can make a BIG difference.

 Timing.  Divide your allotted time between the 
numbered questions, and note the weighting information
given. One overly long answer, even if outstanding, 
rarely compensates for another one that you’ve rushed 
or omitted!

https://is.gd/oxams


How to Write an Essay
 Understand and Answer the Question!

 First think, then write.

 The Introduction’s job is to introduce! Map the terrain and explain it, 
then narrow down the question to something manageable (and 
unambiguous). Decide what position you want to argue for and how 
to get there (agree/disagree with a quote, modify any options, etc.).

 Key to any question: Recognize and present the debate, give both 
sides and marshal evidence to argue your case.

 Adjudicate between different  interpretative  options in light of the 
facts. Recognize and present the debate, fully and fairly engage 
opinions other than your own, face strengths in opposing views and 
weaknesses in your own, construct an argument.  Deploy the 
evidence, above all from primary sources, to adjudicate which is the 
best solution. It’s much less about how much you know than about 
how you use what you know to develop a critical argument.

 Develop your argument through a clear structure and a thesis. 
Signpost your prose.

 Conclude! Don’t just peter out but review, synthesize and finish.



Presentation 
 Presentation.  Charm the reader! Clear English is a good 

start.  Appearance matters: paragraphing, headings, 
etc. help. Handwriting? Double spacing? Single-sided 
writing? 

 Sources.  Argue from the primary text!  Detailed 
knowledge of ‘who said what’ is rarely essential. 

 Avoid significant overlap.  Use cross-references or other 
links between essay answers, or between essays and 
gobbets. 

 Timing. Excessive length cannot compensate for 
inadequate brevity!

 Plan to leave 5-10 minutes at the end for checking



Sample Essay Questions 

FHS 2018, 3b.‘Something greater 
than the temple is here.’ Does 
Matthew think Jesus is God?

FHS 2016, 6a. Explain the 
significance of Jesus’ death as 
described by John’s Gospel.
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